Newsletter February 2019
A Fresh New Look for Our Logo
The LRTA has had the same logo since its formation in 1981. It was designed by Les Ronaldson
and has served us well for the intervening 37 years, but your committee decided it was time
for an update.
We were very lucky that Tiff Fielden from the Manchester Club, who runs her own advertising
and design business (Platinum Advertising: www.platinumadvertising.co.uk) very generously
gave her time and professional expertise to design the stunning new logo. We are very grateful to Tiff for all her work (and patience in producing all the different versions required).
The new logo has already been introduced across various LRTA media and will continue to be rolled out across all communications and branding, including clothing.
The LRTA Committee

Ladies French Open 2018
Held at Jeu de Paume, Paris - 27th – 30th September 2018
Eight players took to the court for the French Open, headed by top seed World
Champion Claire Fahey, with World Rackets champion Lea Van der Zwalmen, seeded
two, Tara Lumley three, and her mother, many times real tennis World Champion,
Penny Lumley, who was seeded four.
The first round saw three matches which went with the seeding. The final first round
match was much tighter. Jess Garside had never before won a set from Penny, but
dug in and took the first set 6/3. A step on the pedal by Penny saw her storm back
to 6/2 in the second and she looked set for success in the final set when she went
3/0 up. Jess, however, showed huge fortitude to win the next four games: 4/3, and
then kept her cool to go through in a fine win, 6/3 2/6 6/5.
Jess’s prize for beating Penny was to meet the World
Champion in the first semi-final. Somewhat tired, she
never gave up but was out-classed by Claire, 6/0 6/0.
In the other semi-final, the second seed Lea met
Tara, with a six point handicap gap. This in no way
Claire Fahey
discouraged Tara even when the first set went to a
confident Lea, 6/2. Tara stayed on the attack, toe to toe in the second, up to 5/5. But Lea managed to edge through, 6/2 6/5.
The Singles final saw a continually improving Lea face the world number one Claire. Having
entered her first RT tournament in 2017 at the French Open, Lea has dropped her handicap
from 33 to 20 in one year, a great achievement in itself. But the final match was always going
to prove tough despite a brave and exciting effort. Claire’s superior talent brought the number
one seed the match and another Open title, 6/1 6/3.
Lea Van der Zwalmen
In the Doubles, the four pairs battled it out in two rounds with Claire in a new pairing with Nicola Doble as number one seeds. They had a good match against a strong partnership in Penny & Alex Garside, but they proved
the stronger, with a 6/0 6/1 victory. In the other match, Tara & Irina Dulbish took on Lea & Jess. Tara & Irina rapidly took the
first set, which proved a wake-up call to the number two seeds. Lea & Jess slowly fought back, to win a close second set 6/4.
So all was set for an exciting finish, level all the way up to 5/5, but Lea & Jess fired up in the last game to reach the final, 2/6
6/4 6/5.
The Doubles final justified the seeding with the number one and number two seeds in contention. Having
made the Final two years in a row, Jess & Lea
seemed determined to improve on their previous
performance against Claire, when they had been
unable to take a game. They put up a great fight,
and won some games, but not enough to keep Claire
& Nicola at bay, who took the title in fine style, 6/3
6/3.
Report by Jess Garside
Doubles Winners
Tim Batten with Finalists Jess
Photographs by Patricia Gallagher
Nicola Doble & Claire Fahey
Garside & Lea Van der Zwalmen
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INTERNATIONAL and NATIONAL

STOP PRESS ………. STOP PRESS ……….STOP PRESS ……….
2019 Ladies World Championships Results :
Singles - Claire Fahey defeated Izzy Candy 6/0, 6/0
Doubles - Claire Fahey & Tara Lumley defeated Penny Lumley & Kate Leeming 6/0, 6/2
2019 Australian Open Results :
Singles - Claire Fahey defeated Tara Lumley 6/1, 6/2
Doubles - Claire Fahey & Tara Lumley defeated Penny Lumley & Kate Leeming 6/0, 6/0

United States Ladies Open 2018
Tennis and Rackets Club, Boston - 2nd – 4th November 2018
A crop of young talented players made the
trip over from England, with the seeds including Ladies World Champion, Claire
Fahey, Jess Garside from Seacourt, Lea Van
der Zwalmen and Tara Lumley from Queen’s
Club. All four progressed, unscathed, to
reach the semi-finals of the Singles.
Unfortunately for number 2 seed, Lea, she
rolled her ankle early in her semi with Tara
who progressed through. In the other half of
the draw, Claire put in a dominant performance against Jess in an entertaining 6/0
6/1.
The Singles final saw two familiar names,
with Claire and Tara doing battle. The two
players showed how accomplished they are
in all facets, with great touch, strong volleySingles Winner Claire Fahey
ing and solid forcing. Each game was hotly
contested, but Claire had a little more to offer, winning 6/2 6/2.
The Doubles semi-finals again saw the top seeds advance leaving Claire & Tara to
meet Lea & Jess. Sadly, Lea’s injury in the Singles meant that the number two seeds
had to forfeit the Doubles final, granting Claire & Tara the victory. Generously the
three remaining players agreed to put on a doubles exhibition for the crowd, with
Leon Van der Smarten joining them to complete the foursome!
Tony Hollins, Tennis & Racquet Club, Boston
Photographs Jess Garside

Tara Lumley & Claire Fahey

Lea Van der Zwalmen & Jess Garside

British Ladies’ Handicap Singles and Doubles Tournament
2nd – 4th November 2018 at Hardwick House and the Oratory
Supported by an Anonymous Donor

There were some surprisingly summery outfits on show this year, given the date. Unseasonably
warm weather meant that fleeces and tracksuits were discarded even before going on court.
Division 1 (59.9 -)
After the fifteen round-robin matches and quarter-finals, two ‘oldies’ and two ‘youngies’ were
left in the Singles. 16-year old Amy Pye was against the more experienced Linda Fairbrother, who
used every tricky shot in her armoury to go ahead 4/3. But Amy settled down into her powerful
game, and won 6/4. In the second semi-final, Rebecca Kashti took on Charlotte Barker, both
playing steady strong ground strokes. Rebecca sealed the final point with an overhead backhand
volley – smack under the grille – to win 6/3.
In the Singles final, Amy had five points in her favour, as well as a resolve to get to every ball,
even in one rest falling, losing her racket, scrambling back up to reach the ball, and though the
ball went into the net, it showed she was not going to give up – and so it proved. Amy won 6/3, a
fine effort by the Prested teenager.

Div 1 Singles Winner
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British Ladies’ Handicap Singles and Doubles Tournament cont.

Katie Leppard with Tim Tomalin

In the Doubles, six pairs played in two groups to decide
on the semi-finalists. Sarah Parsons & Hattie Hamilton
pounced on the strong low ground shots of Candida
Nicholls & Linda to go into the finals, 6/3. In the other
semi, Katie Leppard & Mary Joyner fought Charlotta
Ginman & Felicity Sargent, till at 5/5 30/30 Katie served
two railroads good enough to pressure Charlotta to put
them both in the net – 6/5.
In the final, Sarah & Hattie played at Mary to keep the
ball away from Katie. This led to a splendid dance as
Katie & Mary swopped sides to thwart the cunning plan
– though both were perhaps over-keen to go for the
same ball…. But at 5/5, Mary’s winning gallery took the
partnership to 40/15, and the next point gave her and
Katie the match, 6/5.
Lucy Davies In Action

Division 2 (60+)
Three round-robin groups of three started Singles play at Hardwick, with much cheer at the
sight of veteran Lucy Davies who had stepped in as a last-minute replacement, despite Singles
not being her forte.
In the knock-out rounds, so much adrenalin was flowing that three different servers managed
to hit the marker. There were some great matches, with the end result that Sarah Lambie
and Di Wilson (in an almost error-free performance) won their matches to meet in the final
with Di giving 5 handicap points. Both players began by playing high shots for safety over the
net, but Di was perhaps more positive in stepping in to finish off the points, getting to 5/3.
Sarah began to put more spin on her shots, which bamboozled Di a number of times. But not
enough to stop her holding on for the last point to win 6/3.
In the Doubles, seven pairs played, with the pair on form being Rebecca Kashti & Pam
Tomalin. They cruised through to the final to meet Rosie Law & Di Wilson who had had a
much harder time getting there, with a close 6/5 match in the semis against Katy Doy & Sarah
Lambie.
Sarah Lambie
In the finals, Rebecca & Pam took a lead from the start, their accurate powerful shots overcoming the steadiness of Rosie & Di, who fought gamely, and kept fighting, but could not stop the dominant Rebecca & Pam
from sealing the win, 6/3.
Our thanks to The Oratory and Hardwick for hosting this tournament for the past three years, and to Katy Weston who has
been in charge superbly for so long, but is now standing down as she moves on to a new phase as an Anglican priest. Also
thanks to the markers Marc Seigneur and Adam Phillips, to Tim Tomalin who presented the prizes and Lucy Hutchinson for her
able support.
Report by Linda Fairbrother
Photos by Candida Nicholls and Linda Fairbrother

Div 2 Doubles Winners Pam Tomalin and Rebecca Kashti
with Tim Tomalin

Div 2 Singles Winner Di Wilson with Tim Tomalin

NATIONAL
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Tabley Vase Tournament 2018
Held at Holyport on 7th October
The twentieth year of the Tabley Vase at Holyport brought
keen handicap doubles players from far afield. Group matches were keenly contested and several scores did not reflect
the closeness of the contests and group winners and runners
up were not decided until the final match being played and
even then games for and against had to be taken into account.
The first semi-final saw Rosie Law & Di Wilson against Katie
Leppard & Hannah Lucey. The key game was when Katie &
Hannah were leading 4 – 3 but 15 – 40 down. Hannah produced excellent returns of serve to snatch the game and lead
5 – 3 with Katie’s serve to follow. Katie & Hannah went 40 -15
and match point up, but Rosie & Di managed to get chase 4
yards. Di hit a superb serve but Katie just managed to get an
edge to the ball and win the chase and the match,
In the next semi-final we had Sue Clegg and three former
Tabley Vase winners contesting the match with Sarah Sullivan playing with Sue against Candida Nicholls & Amy Pye. This was a
tight match with Sue & Sarah hitting some great returns of serve to take them to a 3 – 1 lead. However Candida & Amy then
improved their accuracy and tight corner shots to win 6 – 4.
Final - Katie & Hannah v Candida & Amy—The first four games were extremely close with some 40 all games but Candida &
Amy managed to create sufficient pressure to force the odd rare errors from Katie & Hannah and sneak each game so taking a
4 – 0 lead. Candida & Amy continued to attack taking the next game and lead 5 – 1. Katie then served superbly to make it 5 – 2
and she and Hannah continued playing very positively and volleying well to take the next game. However, some super forehands from Amy gave her and Candida a 40 – 15 lead. Candida then hit a cracking cross court forehand to gain a chase and the
serving end. She and Amy only needed the one match point to win the match 6 – 3 and the trophy.
Report by Jill Newby
Thanks to Adam Phillips for all his marking throughout the day and Jill Newby for organisation and a superb lunch.

Brigands Peripatetic Tournament 2018
Held at Hardwick on 29th September
PIGEONS PIP US AT THE PERIPATETIC
It was – literally – the eleventh hour for the LRTA
team of Katie Leppard & Candida Nicholls in the
hard-fought Brigands tournament – a long time on
court. Defending the LRTA’s victorious record in
the three previous tournaments, they ended up
against the Hurlingham Pigeons in the stalwart
shape of Nick Pellew & Andrew Sellars. This pair
also had the weight of expectation on their racquets: if they could pull off a victory, they would
equal the Ladies’ total of three victories.
Katie & Candida had scraped through their box
stage, to nudge ahead by one game and go
through to the knock-out rounds. Careful tarKatie Leppard, Candida Nicholls, Malcolm Thorp,
geting and some hard hitting brought them to the
Andrew Sellars and Nick Pellew
final to attempt once more to win the silverware
for the LRTA. But they were unable to keep up their form when attacked by the consistently stronger Pigeon pair, and the
LRTA had to relinquish the title.
Next year is the tenth anniversary of this very enjoyable – and competitive – tournament between the homeless Clubs, when
the LRTA aim will be to make it five finals in a row.
Linda Fairbrother

Left Wanting More Detailed Reports?
For lack of space, we can’t print the full reports of the various LRTA matches and tournaments. To read them in full, with
more photos, go to the LRTA website www.lrta.org.uk and go to Fixtures/Results. You’ll also find the Fixtures list there with
dates. (Be sure to check regularly as dates sometimes change). Next season’s events will be posted from around March.
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LRTA High/Low Handicap Doubles Tournament
8th – 9th September at Newmarket Real Tennis Club
Sponsored by Pam Tomalin - Trophies generously supplied by Inkerman
As the cold blasts of autumn begin, it’s time for the first tournament
of the season – the High/Low. Saturday saw every pair (seven in all)
getting at least three matches, and then most attacked at least three
glasses of wine at the evening dinner. Next morning, with no obvious side-effects from the previous evening, the remaining round robin matches were completed giving every pair more play. Then battle
commenced in the knock-out matches playing one 6-game set.
By the semi-finals, the hot money was on Gabrielle Smart-Fourquet
& Hannah Lucey, whose handicaps were similar, always an advantage
in doubles – and who had not dropped a set so far. And, indeed,
they fought a tough match against Rebecca Kashti & Katy Weston,
who climbed back from 2-5 down to 5/5, but couldn’t get the final
game. In the other semi-final Linda Fairbrother was paired with Jill
Akers who played well above her handicap, to beat Lucy Davies &
Ros Emrys-Roberts 6/4, despite Ros’s cunning use of all parts of her
racquet!
In the final, Gabrielle & Hannah met Linda & Jill. A certain amount of
battle fatigue began to show, but Gabrielle’s well-known tenacity
and Hannah’s ability to return everything beat down Linda’s cunning
returns and Jill’s steady serving, giving Gabrielle & Hannah a 6/4 victory.
A very big thank you to the Newmarket Club, and to Andrew Knibbs
for all his good humour and constant marking. Also, to Hazel Dunn
who did all the Newmarket organising plus providing delicious lunches with the help of Suzanne Lindsay. Finally, a huge thank
you to Pam Tomalin who has been organising this tournament for many years, but has now stepped down (Ed).
Hazel Dunn & Sarah McGivern

Report by Pam Tomalin, Photos by Linda Fairbrother

Winners: Gabrielle Smart-Fourquet and Hannah Lucey
with Ian Lindsay

Finalists: Jill Akers and Linda Fairbrother with Ian Lindsay

LRTA Social Match with Gentlemen Members at Hardwick on 24th October 2018
This always enjoyable, friendly match was short of players this year. First the date was changed so as not to clash with the
Trois Tripots event in France. And then it turned out that the new date clashed with Petworth’s tournament celebrating its
new extension and facilities. So only three pairs competed, with the honours going to Pam Tomalin & Josh Farrall, with two
wins and 16 points.

www.lrta.org.uk

ladiesrealtennis

LRTA

@LRTA_Tennis
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LRTA U21 Handicap Singles 2018 Tournament
24th – 25th November at Radley College
Sponsored by Beard Construction
We had a slightly bigger entry (15) than last year with the youngest entrant
aged only 10 years 6 months. There were five groups of three players playing up
to seven games.
In the youngest group, the ability to serve well gave the server an 80 % chance
of winning the point, but all the young players hit some cracking shots and
showed great grit. Eloise Flynn, using two different serves, and ten-year-old
Clemmie Batstone, went through.
Group 1 was a tough group with some very tight matches. India Deakin (61)
attacking every ball; Alexandra Reyner (77) from Oxford, with a wonderful eye
for the ball and fluent movement, but finding the back wall difficult; and another newcomer, Cesca Sweet, fearless in play and taking every opportunity to volley.
Group 2 produced some tricky matches with Isolde Taylor (67), very new Poppy
Hinds (90) and the steady Alice Milton (71). Issy first played in the competition
in 2011 aged 10 and with a handicap of 115! Her experience came into good
use to win both her matches.
The next group comprised Olivia Boulton (81) Mollie Johnson (90) and Harriet
Harries-Jones (82). Olivia, who has been playing regularly, cruised through both her matches. Whilst Mollie hit some solid
shots, Harriet kept her cool and did not give away any free points and became runner-up.
Our final group was Marina Eastwood (82), who won the group, Zara Cherry (95) and Katie Walker (101). Despite her high
handicap, Katie hit some beautiful attacking cross court shots to new-to-the-game Zara, winning 7/0 to be the runner-up.
The winners and runners-up of each group then entered the quarter-finals, with some very entertaining matches, leaving four
players to go into the semi-finals.
In our first semi-final, India Deakin (61) played Harriet Harries-Jones (82). India continued with her beautiful attacking play, but
she was giving 20 points away to a very consistent Harriet. The odd error here and there just blew her efforts and the game
away and Harriet was the victor 6/1. The second semi-final saw Olivia Boulton (79) Rec 15 v Isolde Taylor (67) Owe ½ 30.
Whilst Issy served well and is much stronger these days at digging balls out of the backhand corner, this wasn’t enough to hold
off Olivia who was by now playing miles better than her handicap suggested, winning 6/2.
So we had our finalists – Harriet Harries-Jones (82) v Olivia Boulton (79) to play an 8-game set in the final. Olivia got off to a
cracking start into a 2/0 lead, demonstrating a variety of serves and hitting the ball with accurate width into the corners. Harriet pulled back a game, hitting the
ball well and to a reasonable length
but many of her shots were played
down the middle allowing Olivia back
into the rally. Harriet sneaked another
game when she was 1/4 down. However, it was always going to be Olivia’s
match as she retrieved well and hit
her shots off both wings so sharply,
the final score being 8/2 to Olivia.
Mark Beard, Chairman of our sponsors Beard Partners, kindly came
along to watch the final and present
the prizes.
Our thanks go to Radley College for
allowing us to host the competition at
the school and to Nino and Benedict
for their excellent marking.
Report by Jill Newby
Mark Beard with the Finalists

LRTA
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LRTA National Schoolgirls Tournament
11th – 13th January 2019 at Wellington School
Sponsored by The Dedanists’ Society and The LRTA
This was the second National Schoolgirls Tournament to be held and sponsored jointly by
the Dedanists’ Society and the LRTA. This year doubles events were added to both the
U19 and U15 singles events.
Under 15 Level Singles and Doubles
The Under 15 Singles had a wonderful 19 entrants, who battled through group stages and
knock-out rounds to the semi-finals where Wellington girls had three of the four places.
Cesca Sweet v Lucy Bryer saw Cesca use her four or five serves to race to a 3/0 lead, and
though Lucy began to win more points, she could not stop Cesca romping to a 6/0 win. In
the other semi-final, Olivia Boulton (Oaklands RC) was against Honor Hue-Williams. Honor
returned serve well but Olivia was able to pick them up and took a 4/0 lead. Honor began
to really attack the ball, and with better length of serve took a couple of games, but Olivia
closed out the match 6/2.
In the excellent final, Cesca continued her dominant play, with some super length
serves, and glorious cross court backhands to just in front of the tambour. Olivia
frequently hit some great shots, only for Cesca to hit something even better. Cesca eventually took the close final game to win 6/2.
Nine pairs played in the Under 15 Doubles, with lots of exciting rallies which became longer as the girls gained experience.
The first semi-final saw Lucy Bryer & Marina Hammond (both Wellington) against
Katie Walker and Olivia Boulton (both Oaklands RC) in a very level match
throughout. The final two games were nail-biting both going to final point deuce,
with Olivia and Katie emerging as winners 6/4.
The second semi was an all-Wellington affair, with Cesca Sweet & Honor Hue Williams v Ottilie Perkins & Lily May Redshaw.
Cesca and Honor raced to a 3/0 lead, before Ottilie & Lilly May got to serve and win the next game. However Cesca & Honor
soon regained the service end and took the match 6/1.
In the final there was some cracking tennis with super shots by all four players, and all was level to 3/3. A tight seventh game
with lots of long rallies saw Cesca & Honor take a 4/3 lead, which they never relinquished, serving beautifully and volleying
superbly to win the title 6/3.
Under 19 Level Singles and Doubles
The U19 events were played with nine players in the Singles, and six in the doubles.
Two such talented players fought in the first singles semi-final: Cesca Sweet against
Lauren Gooding (Wellington). There were ferocious rallies, and the first three games
went to 40 all. Cesca, however, eased away with greater variety and tighter serves to a
6/1 win, which did not reflect the closeness of the match. In the second semi, Olivia
Boulton took on India Deakin (Cheltenham College). Olivia found it difficult to hit the
ball to any width until the 6th game when she suddenly found her touch, winning the next two games. But India played a close
final game winning the match with a scorching backhand volley to the base of the tambour.
India v Cesca played a magnificent Singles final, (best of 8) with the games see-sawing throughout to 3/3. Suddenly, India
stormed to a 5/3 lead with some fantastic shots just in front of the tambour. Then India eased off her serving and allowed Cesca to get back to 5/5, and then with clever serving to take the lead 6/5. Soon it was 7/7 and a few racing hearts in the dedans.
In the final game, India was ahead but then Cesca served three soft railroads in a cunning change of pace and direction to force
errors from India, and so win 8/7.
The U19 Doubles was an all-Wellington affair with the top two pairs after the round robin going through to the final: Cesca and
Honor Cockcroft v Daisy Bristow & Arabella Spraggs (who snuck through as group runners-up
with a 7/6 win over Maisie Ringer & Mollie Johnson). Initially it looked like a one-sided final, with
Cesca & Honor going to a 3/0 lead. All the players were attacking the ball and hit some awesome
volleys. Then Arabella started hitting some great length serves, putting Honor under pressure,
and she and Daisy crept back to 2/3. However, Cesca & Honor stopped making errors, and with
Honor defending several potential dedans shots, they took the title, 8/4.
A huge thank you to Wellington College, and to Dan Jones and Adam Player for their three days of
marking. To Simon Roundell for help with administration, bouts of marking and super refreshments and to Josh Farrell for presenting the prizes.
Report by Jill Newby
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CLUB NEWS and MATCH RESULTS

Death of Colette Blanchot (Bordeaux)
Colette Blanchot was a loyal supporter of women's tennis and mother of three Real Tennis players.
She always came to watch the French Ladies Open during the ten years it was held in Bordeaux, and came to
the tournament dinner held, of course, at Les Charmilles, Bernadette Bidouze's family hotel near the court.
Many of us have happy memories of those tournaments and the Bordeaux ladies. As well as being a fine
cook, Colette’s talents included embroidery, painting on china and flower arranging. Some may remember
her superb decoration of the court at the World Championships in 1993. She lived just long enough to see
the plans for the new court in Bordeaux, and she will always be remembered.
Gabrielle Smart-Fourquet

Death of Deirdre Dooley (Petworth and RTC)
Deirdre Dooley was a member of PHTC from 1996 until 2014, and also played at Hampton Court (she liked
the high roof at RTC and often commented that PHTC should raise its roof to accommodate her high shots!!).
Deirdre loved her tennis and played with great enthusiasm and energy.
When Real Tennis became too much (she was 84 when she died) she took up croquet and bowls, both of
which she played with great gusto. She had been diagnosed with terminal cancer in May, but was up and
about until a week before her death on 17th December, pain free and peaceful.
Lucy Hutchinson

Match Results
LRTA v Radley on Saturday 30th September 2018

Won 5/2

Mary Joyner (love)

beat

Henry Henman (owe ¼ 15)

8/5

Clare Bucknell

beat

James McNicoll

8/7

Evelyn Fleming & Pam Tomalin (owe ½ 15)

lost to

Henry Henman & Chris Peri (love)

2/8

Clare Bucknell & Mary Joyner (love)

beat

James McNicoll & Nick Gordon (owe ½ 15)

8/2

Maggie Gibbs & Pam Tomalin (love)

beat

Tim Lancaster & Chris Peri (owe ¼ 15)

8/6

Evelyn Fleming (owe ½ 15)

lost to

Nick Gordon (love)

4/8

Maggie Gibbs

beat

Tim Lancaster

8/6

LRTA v MCC on Saturday 20th October 2018

Won 3/2

Alex Brodie & Natalie Barber (owe ½ 15)

lost to

Simon Martin & Sam Leigh (love)

3/6, 5/6

Juliette Lambert & Clare Bucknell

beat

Christopher Griffith-Jones & Tony Friend

6/0, 6/4

Sophie Dannreuther & Evie Fleming

beat

Josh Farrall & Richard Wyse

6/3, 6/1

Irina Dulbish & Freddy Adam (owe ½ 15)

lost to

Daniel Jessel & Clare Bucknell (rec 15)

2/6, 2/6

Alastair Robson & Carl Snitcher (rec 15)

beat

David Mitchell-Innes & Peter Brunner (owe 15)

6/5, 6/4

LRTA v Hardwick on Saturday 17th November 2018

Draw 2/2

Katie Leppard & Colin Butler (rec ½ 15)

lost to

Simon Nickson & Simon Berry (owe ½ 15)

6/3, 5/6, 5/6

Caroline Fox & Jane Vaughan (rec ½ 15)

lost to

Tony Billington & Vaughan Williams (owe 15)

4/6, 6/4, 4/6

Linda Fairbrother & Candida Nicholls (love)

beat

Pam Tomalin & David Fox (owe 15)

6/2, 6/1

Fayleen Billington & Lucy Davies (rec ½ 15)

beat

Sarah Brownlee & Sarah McGivern (love)

6/5, 5/6, 6/5

LRTA v Jesters on Sunday 18th November 2018

Draw 2/2

Fayleen Billington & Lucy Davies (rec ½ 15)

lost to

Robert & Lesley Dolman (owe ½ 15)

2/6, 5/6

Candida Nicholls & Linda Fairbrother (love)

beat

Tony Billington & Robert Dolman (owe ½ 15)

6/2, 2/6, 4/3 retd

Pam Tomalin & Lucy Hutchinson (rec 15)

beat

John McVittie & Johnnie Cook (love)

6/3, 4/6, 6/3

Alex Garside & Sue Haswell

lost to

Christopher Swan & Nick Pellew

3/6, 3/6

Nicola Doble & Sarah Brownlee (owe 15)

lost to

Richard Vallat & John Amor (love)

6/4, 2/6 (loss on games)

Linda Sheraton-Davis (rec 15)

beat

Richard Vallat (owe 15)

8/6

Maggie Gibbs & Jenny Jones (rec 15)

lost to

James Nickson & John Amor (owe 15)

5/6, 2/6

Linda Fairbrother (love)

lost to

Jeremy Pennant (owe ½ 15)

3/6, 2/6

Katy Doy & Sarah Lambie (rec 15)

beat

Rosie Monk & Giles Stogdon (owe ½ 15)

6/3, 6/0

Liz Leach (rolling handicap)

lost to

Rosie Monk (rolling handicap)

1/6, 1/6

LRTA v Wellington on Saturday 19th January 2019

Loss 2/4

